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SPYMASTER - Memory School of Secrets 
Entertainment & Educational Format for TV & Online interactive  
 

“Kids are under enormous pressure to succeed 
in school & in life, but without the ability to 
memorize and recall information effectively 
we’re sending them out into the world woefully 
underprepared.”  
Caroline Shott, The Learning Skills Foundation 

 
WHY? 
School is tough. Today’s kids have to learn a huge volume of material and information 
that’s crucial to their performance in exams and now they’ve got to remember a 
ginormous amount of it by heart! So, even if you are the brightest kid in school, if you 
have a bad memory then it’s going to seriously damage your performance, lower your 
results, maybe even mean you’ll fail your exams! That’s just not fair; and all because 
kids are being taught WHAT to learn but not HOW to learn! 
 
HOW? 
Enter: SPY MASTER - Memory School Of Secrets. An interactive kids TV and online 
show that takes up the challenge and shows kids, through an inventive and compelling 
story narrative, that EVERYONE can have an astounding mind and memory! Set in a 
fictional spy training school, groups of contestants will be challenged to produce REAL 
MAGIC with their minds. Not Harry Potter fake stuff, but real and amazing feats of 
memory that (shock! Horror!) everyone can learn! Viewers can play along at home, 
acquiring the techniques and taking on the exact same challenges online to see if they 
too can score a place on the show or win a much-coveted prize and place in the finals 
at the home of the original code-breaker brainiacs, Bletchley Park! Part Crystal maze, 
part graphic novel, part hugely popular ‘escape room’ craze, SPY MASTER - Memory 
School Of Secrets will inspire kids to uncover the natural brilliance of their own minds, 
build great confidence and self-belief in their own unique powers and equip them with 
superhuman skills for amazing success in their stressful and challenging school lives 
and the careers of their future! 
 
WHO? 
SPY MASTER - Memory School Of Secrets is backed by the JUNIOR MEMORY 
CHAMPIONSHIPS, the U.K.’s hugely popular national memory contest now in it’s 7th 
year and the ground breaking LEARNING SKILLS FOUNDATION, a not-for-profit 
independent organization aimed at helping kids reach their full potential by identifying 
new learning techniques.  
 
Written and created by: World Memory Champion, two-time Guinness Book of 
Records Holder, Author & Primary School Headmaster, Jonathan Hancock and media 
industry veteran, Royal Television Society nominee, National Geographic Kids Producer 
& Creator (“Amazing Animals”), TV Writer, Presenter & actor, Rick Adams:  
SPY MASTER - Memory School Of Secrets is not only fun to watch but it’s good for 
your brain and it’ll prepare kids to do battle with not only school subjects and exams 
but other exciting areas of their lives too!  
 
LOOK & FEEL: 
Players both in the studio and at home will be immersed in what appears to be a real-
life graphic novel. Shot in a film-noire / “Sin City” movie-style, the challenges will feel 
cinematic, visually exciting and part of a developing story (which makes memorization 
far easier). Starting in a lab & boot-camp environment, each player chooses an 
alias/avatar that they will use throughout the contest, with this as their unique identity, 
they travel through the game-play completing tasks, earning points and learning new 
memory & brain skills as they go. Some tasks will be low-tech others will be hi-tech, 
mixed to provide an exciting visual feast for the players and viewers alike.  
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GAMES & TASKS:  
Each challenge will be accompanied by a training from a Master Spy, a specialist in 
their field. They will help the players acquire new and simple techniques for recalling 
information creatively and effectively in order to complete the tasks, which include:  
 
▪ Face Race - Can you identify the names and faces of a group of 20 spies?  
▪ Code Breakers - How fast can you learn the secret number code then recall it 

to bust open an electronic safe? 
▪ Phrase Drop - Meet your contact at the drop-point but you must remember the 

secret pass-phrase sentence using all the exact words in the right order or you 
may be in great peril! 

▪ File Of Facts - Quickly identify and store top-secret information in your brain 
ready for a quick-fire quiz debrief! The safety of your nation may be in the 
balance! 

▪ Escape Route - Remember your way out under pressure. Escape or face 
capture by the enemy! 

 
The skills acquired in each episode will culminate in a “Live” mission in ‘The Field’, a 
virtual reality environment digitally created for training purposes. Each player will be 
pushed to the limit to wrap together all their new-found knowledge and complete the 
mission successfully! A sample mission would be:  
 
THE AMBASSADOR’S SECRETS:  
Using your alias, you will attend a party at the Ambassador’s residence. Your mission 
is to Face Race: identify the faces of 10 spies amongst the guests, Phrase Drop: find 
your contact at the party and give them the phrase exactly as you’ve memorized it! Get 
that right and your contact will show you the door to the Ambassador’s secret 
intelligence unit, get it wrong and you’ll have to escape early and lose points! Code 
Breakers: Once inside the office, find the safe and punch in the code you committed 
to memory so you can grab the File Of Facts: learn everything you see on the page, 
you’ll have less than 30 seconds to do this! SUDDENLY the guards are coming for you! 
Escape Route: Can you remember the way out? Your life depends upon it! Debrief 
Quiz: You have 2 minutes to answer questions from your Spy Chief on everything you 
learned from the File Of Facts - get it wrong and your country could be in great 
danger.  
 
The player with the highest score and the fastest time at the end of the show is 
crowned SPY MASTER and given the chance to compete with other contestants from 
both the TV show and online in the yearly, national Spy Master event at Bletchley Park!  
 
With SPY MASTER - Memory School Of Secrets we’ll be raising the game of our 
nation’s children, students and adults of the future to make certain our country regains 
its rightful place at the top of the educational & intelligence brain trust.  
 
EPISODES 23 x 22 Minutes  
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The Learning Skills Foundation®
Making Learning Connections

Identifying and sharing new developments in learning, promoting their
applications by connecting ideas with practice of all kinds
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MISSION STATEMENT

We are a not-for-profit independent organisation whose focus is on helping
children reach their full potential by identifying, supporting and promoting new,
evidence based and effective techniques in learning. We believe ‘How to Learn’ is
just as important as ‘What to Learn’.

The experience a child has through their education has a profound effect on their
future. The qualifications and skills they gain will shape the rest of their lives.

Yet too many children in the UK are leaving school with poor or no qualifications
and their future is bleak. We need to bring every advance in developing learning
skills to bear as fast as possible.

At Learning Skills Foundation we have

• Sponsored and established the Junior Memory Championship™, the
Nationwide Memory Championship for Primary Schools now going into its
8th year. This educational initiative brings valuable memory techniques to
the forefront of learning. The Founder, Jonathan Hancock, is a former
World Memory Champion, two-time Guiness World- Record Holder and now
Deputy Headteacher at a Primary School in Brighton.
www.juniormemorychampionship.com

• Established our charity, Learning Skills Research which raises funds for
scientific research, public lectures and policy development in the
revolutionary field of educational neuroscience and for other academic
research programmes that will lead to the discovery of new learning
techniques. We have funded a specific literacy project, The Aston Phonics
Comparison Research Programme which sets out to test the extent to
which children’s reading difficulties can be averted. This three year
project has been completed and a Report will be published soon.  
www.learningskillsresearch.com 

• Established (through Learning Skills Research) our not-for-profit
independent policy think tank, Learnus®.  Learnus works to promote vital
dialogue that will enhance understanding of the underlying processes of
how brains encode learning of new information and concepts. Learnus
acts as a bridge between the latest academic research and the classroom
and shares its findings with education policy makers. We bring the growing
body of findings and evidence from neuroscience about how people learn
into mainstream and special learning believing that it will have a profound
impact on our national educational system. Our membership (which is
free) includes neuroscientists, educationalists, psychologists, teachers,
policy makers and commentators. www.learnus.co.uk

• Maths Action
A sister organisation to The Learning Skills Foundation, Maths Action is an
independent, not for profit, organisation with no political affiliations
which aims to help improve maths performance in Britain. Maths Action
was founded by Shirley Conran OBE www.mathsaction.org.uk 

• Publishing

LSR

http://learningskillsfoundation.com/index.html
http://learningskillsfoundation.com/who_s_who.html
http://learningskillsfoundation.com/books.html
http://learningskillsfoundation.com/past_lectures.html
http://learningskillsfoundation.com/contact_us.html
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The Learning Skills Foundation aims to work closely with a wide range of
statutory and voluntary organisations already working in this field, to provide a
platform for high level debate and discussion around the many issues about
which we share concern and to promote our findings to key decision makers at
all levels of Government, local government and within the private and
voluntary sectors.

We support authors whose books focus on learning techniques. We act as a
literary agent securing publishing deals with major trade publishers. We
have been responsible for the following publications:

"Help Your Child Succeed at School" (Hodder - Teach Yourself)

"Number Training Your Brain" (Hodder - Teach Yourself)

"Brilliant Memory Training" (Pearson)

"How to Improve Your Memory for Study" (Pearson)

"Memory Champion" (Learning Skills Foundation publication)










